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Video Copilot Element 3D 2.2.2 1. We believe that the video titled "Video Copilot Element 3D -
09.05.2012 - S1#6" provided on this site recently (2017-09-05) expired, and therefore the video is
no longer available.Q: Getting the address of a member of an array in C I have some code that is
drawing a box on the screen. The box is moved around using keyboard input. It's in a struct that
looks like this (in visual studio): struct rectangle { unsigned long int m_width; unsigned long int
m_height; unsigned long int m_x; unsigned long int m_y; double m_top; double m_bottom; double
m_left; double m_right; unsigned long int m_color; unsigned int m_gradient; struct rectangle m_next;
struct rectangle m_prev; }; The previous and next members of the struct are used to determine
which side of the box is the top and which is the bottom of the box. The problem is that I'm making
sure they are in the right place by getting the address of each of the members when I'm moving the
box around the screen. Because it's a member of the struct, it isn't given a name. So, the address of
the current member of the struct is obtained by: double *ptr = &(rect->m_top) However, when I try
to print the address I get error C2065: 'ptr' : undeclared identifier I'm not sure why since the
members of the struct have already been declared. Here is the code I'm trying: switch(id){ case 1: {
for(int x=0; x m_width; x++){ rect.m_y= y; rect.m_
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